4. Terminal Management Solutions

Whether you’re storing or distributing product, Honeywell streamlines terminal operations, providing a complete solution that unites functions of inventory, instrumentation, metering, safety, security, and more into an integrated management system.

Our portfolio includes:
- Real-time optimization that stabilizes and increases production
- Complete control, both locally and remotely

3. Skids and Modular Flexibility

The ability to customize operational functions to fit your environment opens up serious cost savings. And with fully connected skids and modular stations by Honeywell, remote management and instrumentation provide your staff with the same flexibility.

Our portfolio includes:
- Both pre-built and custom skids
- Solutions for metering, batching and blending, loading and unloading, and other skid functions

2. Transport Expertise

With more than 100,000 miles of completed pipeline projects, Honeywell is the oil and gas (O&G) transport expert. We equip pipelines to function as agile and connected highways, providing real-time visibility of safety, operations, metering, maintenance, and security.

Our portfolio includes:
- High-performance control room design and operation
- Real-time monitoring to detect and prevent leaks, corrosion, and terrorism

1. Processing Station Control

An efficient and integrated supply chain strategy starts upstream. The complete control solutions offered by Honeywell are designed to maximize production capacity, predict maintenance needs, and optimize operations in real-time – all while surpassing compliance standards.

Our portfolio includes:
- Real-time optimization that stabilizes and increases production
- Complete control, both locally and remotely